2016 Philip Hyde Grant Application
Peace River Wildlife Center Project
1) Project description and location. Please include a description of project deliverables
(books, brochures, exhibits, presentations, etc.) and the process for completion.
Proposal: Development and Implementation of the (PRWC) Peace River Wildlife Center’s
new Education Center in Punta Gorda Florida.
The Education Center will feature a permanent rotating Wildlife Photography Gallery and
a multiple closed circuit TV system to give visitors a look at the inaccessible areas of the
PRWC. Education is a key factor in
helping the general public understand
the importance of and how to coexist
with wildlife in the world today. The
planned closed circuit TV system will
give visiting tourist from all over the
world and visiting school field trip
tours an informative look at the behind
the scene activities at the center. This
will include the examination rooms of
the veterinary clinic and the
rehabilitation areas for wildlife to be
returned into the wild. No
humanization of the animals is allowed
in these areas. In addition, personnel
from all over the country who come to
PRWC to be educated and inspired will
now be able to have a better
understanding of the inner workings of
the PRWC.
The new closed circuit TV system HD
recording capabilities along with the
gallery pieces will be used in part to
produce future educational videos that
Completed imagery for education, awareness
promote awareness and strengthen the
and public promotion at the new PRWC
Center’s Social Media presence.
Work has begun with the Center’s new
web-site design to create a social media profile that will have universal appeal. This will
include photos from the Gallery and gift shop as well as short video presentations that will
be marketed to Fan pages, friends, Facebook groups, Tag fans and other appropriate venues.
The photography and video aspects are vital elements for the enjoyment and enlightenment
of visitors at the Center and the online audience able to view Live Streaming.

2) Identify the environmental / conservation goals and objectives, the project
collaborators and partners and the locations, subjects or issues involved.
Life in the wild can be hard and cruel where survival of the fittest is the law of the land.
Competition over shrinking habitats, depleted food sources plus Man’s pollution and
disregard for the natural world makes’ wildlife survival even that much harder. Imagine, if
you were a Great Blue Heron and accidently, through no fault of your own, became
entangled in some fishing line that was carelessly left behind by a lazy human. Before you
know it, this out of
place pollution has
wrapped around one
of your wings and
one of your legs to
the point that they are
both disabled and no
longer function
properly. You find
you have lost the
ability to avoid
predators because you
can no longer fly.
You have lost the
ability to feed
yourself because you
can no longer wade in
the shallows and catch a meal. Imagine the feeling of hopelessness as you wait helplessly
for the agonizing end of your life. The end of the Heron’s contribution to the Eco System
has arrived prematurely.
As harsh as this sounds, it is the type of scene I witness all too often in my photographic
journeys. Add the effects of unnatural flooding from storm drainage of paved ground, tree
trimming for the cosmetics of personal property, collisions with vehicles and power lines,
competition from feral cats, dogs and abandoned exotic pets to the long list of human related
obstacles facing today’s wildlife and you can understand there is a problem. Thankfully
there is the Peace River Wildlife Center to help injured and orphaned wildlife and just as
importantly help educate the public to better understand man’s effect toward our natural
world.
Established in 1982, PRWC now hosts 90,000 visitors and treats more than 2000 wild
animals per year. The first goal is to rehabilitate injured wildlife to be released back into the
wild. Those animals that due to their injuries, are no longer able to survive in the wild, have
a permanent home at the Center and help to educate the many visitors who otherwise may
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never be able to see an Eagle, Owl or Osprey up close.
The PRWC is a nonprofit organization established for the sole purpose of wildlife and
environmental care, preservation and education. The Center also seeks to create, through
education and outreach, an environment where people and native Florida wildlife may
coexist. To be a part of and to witness the daily triumphs and hardships of the Peace River
Wildlife Center has been a once in a lifetime experience that has helped me have a better
understanding for the term ‘Commitment’. To watch this small group of full time staffers
and the countless number of volunteers as they tend to their day to day duties of taking
care of the animals and hosting the visitors with open arms has been a rewarding
experience for me. Knowing that the commitment and dedication of everyone involved
who, for the past 34 years, has let personal safety, human comforts, family relations,
economic gain and exhaustion take a back seat to the needs of the wildlife makes the
completion and move into their new facility even that much more exciting to all involved.
Southwest Florida benefits greatly from the activities of the PRWC as do the diversified
numbers of Florida’s full time resident and migratory wild animals. That is why the new
facility is a collaborated effort of the PRWC Board of Directors, City of Punta Gorda, Ponce
de Leon Park, Charlotte County Board of Commissioners, Charlotte County Parks &
Recreation, Jim Herston of Herston Engineering, Wildlife Photographer Mike Ramy of
MikieProductions.com, Callie Stahl Executive Director of PRWC and hundreds of private
donors.

Artist rendering of the new PRWC Education Center
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3) Describe the role of photography in the project: How will photography further the
goals of the project and make an impact on your issue?
Photography is the primary venue to raise public awareness toward the environmental
impact of not coexisting with nature for this project. For every action there is a reaction and
through Wildlife Photography, a complacent society can be better educated as to how their
actions affect the planet. Loss of habitats, clear cutting forest, animal extinctions to mention
a few are mankind’s current contributions that cannot be reversed and have to be addressed
before it is too late. The Peace River Wildlife Center and its members have been working
toward the goal of helping and preserving wildlife as well as educating the public. Their
efforts have made a big difference in Southwest Florida and those results will be even
greater in the future with the completion of the new Education Center.
With the assistance of community
businesses, the Center is now
planning its move and expansion.
This will include the new building
that will house its offices, hospital,
surgery, gift shop and an Education
Center. The resident enclosures will
also be expanded with the
possibility of adding more habits for
mammals. Until now, the guests’
areas of the facility have been
primarily outdoors, so the addition
of an indoor Education Center is
quite exciting. The Education
Center will have static displays, hands on
One of the many rescued animals at PRWC
“touch” tanks, informative audio/visual
presentations and a closed circuit TV
system. The camera system will allow the public to get a behind the scene’s look at the
hospital, surgery and rehabilitating animals without disturbance. Live Streaming will also
be used to further the online exposure and promotion of the PRWC. Another attraction to
compliment the closed circuit TV system will be the Photography Gallery with inspiring
works by Awarding Winning Nature Photographer Mike Ramy. The purpose of my
photography is to capture and express the beauty of Nature and Wildlife that has been
a major influence in my life from childhood till today. My work displays a particular
sensitivity for capturing the essential esthetics of wildlife. Not bound by the professional
biologist’s mandate of identification and documentation, my photographs freely focus on
the unique expression, composition, and movement of these subjects. Additionally, other
local and national photographers will have works on display. These Photographers will be
selected from an annual Juried Photography Art Show sponsored by PRWC to further raise
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awareness and serve as a fund raiser event. All works in the gallery will be for sale with
smaller prints available for purchase in the gift shop. The closed circuit TV system and
photography exhibitions will be a primary source to help promote the protection,
rehabilitation and education services provided by the Peace River Wildlife Center.
The Juried Photography Art Show ‘Call for Entries’ will have a national eligibility for
Amateur Photographers. A conservation and environmental theme to further raise awareness
will be the primary goal with a secondary goal of creating a venue for the cultivation of new
talent, visions and perspectives. All entries will be qualified and entered into one of three
categories:
1) Wildlife

2) Landscape
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3) Digital Art
Nature and Wildlife

The Juror Panel will rotate
each year and consist of
three Judges from the
professional ranks of
nationally recognized Nature
and Wildlife Photographers.
A short list of soon to be
contacted perspective jurors
are Horace Hamilton, Eric
Bowles, Ashleigh Scully,
Mark Seaver, Keith Bauer,
John Launstein, Brad Hill,
Nate Chappell, Lon Sharp
and a host of other friends
and colleagues of mine from
NANPA and the Nature
Photographers Network.
The entrants will have all
their entries professionally critiqued by the judges in order to give them important insight
to help further enlighten and inspire their photographic careers. The top 30 entries will be
selected and be apart of the Gallery Showing at the PRWC Education Center over a 45-day
period in late February, March and early April each year. The opening reception will be a
Gala Fund Raiser event where the ‘Best in Show’ and honorable mention winners will be
announced. The competition will be geared to help with and promote public awareness and
education toward wildlife and the PRWC. It will also act as a venue to promote and
encourage the enthusiasm and talent of up and coming Nature and Wildlife Photographers.
All works will be for sale with 30% of the sale price going to the PRWC capital fund. I
along with a select group of hand picked, highly qualified volunteers will produce the Art
Show each year and maintain the Gallery Exhibits. Photography will be an additional
element that will enjoy and enlighten visitors while promoting awareness at the Center.
The first PRWC Juried Photography Art Show is slated for February 2018 in the newly
completed Education Center and will create positive publicity for the PRWC, the Artist and
the Art Show Sponsors as it promotes the environment and conservational issues.
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4) How Long has the project been underway?
Eighteen Months + or - for the overall project planning and design phases.

Luna - Leucistic Screech Owl and permanent resident
PRWC Mascot and Ambassador

5) What has been accomplished on this project up to now? Include a description of the
photography field work completed, any deliverables that have been produced,
collaborative efforts to date, public relations and public visibility achieved.
The new PRWC facility is moving forward and is slated for completion in the Spring of
2018. This has been made possible in part by utilizing the services of engineer, Jim Herston
of Herston Engineering, to redesign the entire park pro bono! It was essential that the park
re-design allowed for the majority of the mature trees to remain and keep the "Nature Park"
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feel that we love so much about the Ponce de Leon Park. We are so excited to move forward
in our endeavor to create an amazing facility for our patients, residents and visitors. The
updated gift shop continues to improve in quality and selection and offers a museum-like
atmosphere. Items are reasonably priced and appeal to all age ranges. The gift shop
proceeds, together with donations from visitors, have greatly contributed to the Center’s
financial stability.
The Center markets itself and its services through “local knowledge” (PRWC has been
established in Punta Gorda for more than 30 years), advertising, social media, television
broadcasts and printed media. Targeted advertising includes publications at the local airport,
popular magazines, inserts, and weekly newspapers. In addition, the Center has enjoyed
national and international exposure from visitors who travel and vacation in Southwest
Florida. The rescue, rehabilitation and release of a Bald Eagle, which was named Phoenix,
brought the Center national exposure recently.
The photography field work thus far is geared toward marketing, educational and gift shop
sales. It is an ongoing and highly productive part of the overall project. My photography is
also used to inform the public about native Florida wildlife and how to coexist with these
beautiful creatures successfully through formal educational outreach activities.
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Public Visibility as been accomplished and can be seen directly at the following links:
Feature Article in ‘Harbor Style’ Magazine
http://trendmag2.trendoffset.com/publication/?i=319845
Education and Awareness Articles
by - Robin Jenkins, DVM
http://peaceriverwildlifecenter.org/thats-one-moist-owlette/
http://peaceriverwildlifecenter.org/a-tale-of-two-tough-birds/
http://peaceriverwildlifecenter.org/strange-days-indeed/
News and TV Coverage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRYIM2ortic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ipuS88QOkHo
PRWC Documentary Productions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wXCgBvwwdX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfMcc6KCbr8&feature=youtu.be

Typical Patients at the PRWC
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6) How does the applicant propose to use the grant money?
100% of the grant money will be used toward the purchase of the Closed Circuit / TV
System phase of the project. In my opinion this will be the best use of the grant money in
achieving the Foundation’s objective with the greatest benefit to the PRWC as a whole. A
permanent plaque will be on display in the Education Center depicting the role of the
NANPA Foundation’s involvement with the project that will be viewed by the 90,000 +
visitors to the center each year. This will also include Live Streaming of rehabilitation
activities to further enhance the PRWC online presence.
In addition, although the Photography Gallery and the annual Juried Photography Art Show
will be a self-sustaining aspect of the Education Center, if we are awarded the Philip Hyde
Grant we will list the Foundation as well as the NANPA as a co-sponsor for this phase of
the project. This will allow for even greater exposure and positive publicity for all involved
toward our ultimate goal of informing the public about native Florida wildlife and how to
coexist with these beautiful creatures successfully through formal educational outreach
activities.
An itemized list and technical information for all components that make up the Closed
Circuit TV System are attached.
7) How will you document and evaluate the project? Include a description of how you
will personally evaluate the project and document progress / completion to the NANPA
Foundation.
The PWRC Project is a major undertaking with a unified effort by many amazing
individuals dedicated to the care, preservation and protection of Florida’s native wildlife.
We seek to inform the visiting public on how to coexist with these beautiful creatures
successfully through formal education and outreach activities. Photography will be an
important aspect of relaying this message to the public. Through the Gallery activities and
the Closed Circuit TV System, the new PRWC will realize substantial benefits it has not had
until now. I will assist in the acquisition and installation of the CC-TV system and
personally supervise the establishment of the Juried Photography Art Show and Gallery
Presentation. Reports of the progression to complete this two phases of the overall project
will be made by me to the NANPA Foundation in written and photographic formats.
Additionally I will be seeking any guidance that may be afforded me by the NANPA relating
to the Photography Competition in order to assure its success.
8) What is the estimated completion date of the project?
Ground breaking and construction will start in spring of 2017 with completion in
February 2018.
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9) Please include a resume or CV outlining relevant experience of the applicant.
The purpose of my photography is to capture and express the beauty of Nature and
Wildlife that has been a major influence in my life from childhood till today. My work
displays a particular sensitivity for capturing the essential esthetics of wildlife. Not bound
by the professional biologist’s mandate of identification and documentation, my
photographs freely focus on the unique expression, composition, and movement of these
subjects. Born and raised in the Atlanta, Georgia area; I have been an avid
Outdoorsman, Naturalist, Scuba Diver and Award-Winning Photographer for the better
part of my life and enjoy nature with a passion. My childhood and teenage years were
a great adventure, as I spent all my summers,
holidays and available weekends at my
Grandfather’s ranch in Ocala, Florida on the
Ocklawaha River or my Great Uncle’s farm in
Fort Gaines, Georgia on the Chattahoochee
River. These two locations offered nature,
wildlife and river life at its best. The Natural
World today is shrinking at an alarming rate.
Many of the locations that I explored as a
teenager and young adult in the 1960's and
1970's are no longer the pristine natural
environments that I enjoyed.
I continue my outdoor adventures to this day
with photography and river exploration aboard
a custom designed camera boat built for the
types of waters my clients and I tour for
research, environmental advocacy projects,
scuba diving, photography, bird watching or to simply access unspoiled nature at its
best. I have a working knowledge of most all the navigable rivers and lakes in the
Southeastern United States. A great deal of effort, planning, expense and countless
hours in the field goes into the capturing of the photos in my 'Nature Galleries'. My
photography affords me the opportunity to convey the 'Art of Nature' toward
educational pursuits. The proceeds from the sale and use of my images and my Guided
River Tours are reinvested into my conservation efforts. My Services and Galleries are
available for viewing at www.mikieproductions.com along with additional information
about my photographic journeys. Thanks for taking the time to view my body of work
and for purchasing my images for your own collection. Your contribution is helping to
promote the awareness and preservation of Nature for future generations.
Mike Ramy - Applicant for the 2016 Philip Hyde Grant
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Additional information on my work available at the following links:
Operation Migration at: http://www.mikeramy.com/operation-migration.html
White Oak Pastures at: http://www.mikeramy.com/white-oak-pastures.html
St Johns RiverKeepers at: http://www.mikeramy.com/st-johns-river-keepers.html
Awards - Gallery Showings Speaking Engagements at: http://www.mikieproductions.com/exhibitions-awards
My Brochure at: http://www.mikieproductions.com/mp-brochure
My Web-Sites at:
Photography http://www.mikieproductions.com/
Corporate http://www.precisionepoxy.com/
Personal http://www.mikeramy.com/

Bella, PRWC Ambassador and Callie Stahl Executive Director of PRWC
A moment representative of the emotions felt on a daily basis at PRWC
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10) Attach any additional information such as website URL’s or newspaper clippings
in PDF form about the project that may be useful in evaluating the project.
Most all the additional information to support the PRWC Project has already been made
apart of this application.
Thank you to the NANPA Foundation and for your consideration toward this project.
If the PWRC Project is selected for this year’s Grant, Callie Stahl and myself will be able
to attend the 2017 NANPA Summit to accept the Foundation’s generous award.
Additional information on the Closed Circuit TV System is as follows:
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